# SANE Adult/Adolescent Grant Program

## DIDACTIC COURSE
- **Learn theory, research base, and legal rationales for protocols used by SANEs.**
- **10 weeks**
- **55 contact hours**
- **Online**
- **Self-paced**

## CPC
- **Hands-on clinical skills course with mock exam with Standardized Patient**
- **2-day**
- **16 CE contact hours**
- **In-person**
- **Pittsburgh, PA**

## MENTORING
- **Access to Expert SANE case review & supervision during the remainder of 300 SANE-related clinical hours at practicing facility or hospital.**
- **1. Individual Support Sessions**
- **2. Monthly Educational Sessions**
- **3. Quarterly Case Review**

## REVIEW COURSE
- **Return to the "online classroom" for certification exam preparation.**
- **3 weeks**
- **15 CE contact hours**
- **Online**
- **Self-paced**

## SANE EXAM
- **Exam fee paid for by grant if nurse participated in all applicable parts of program.**
- **Offered twice a year**
- In April & November
- **Online**
- **In-person**
- **At local testing site**